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Abstract

 This paper focuses on the vulnerability of cyber-attacks 
to the open, connected control systems engaged in safety-
critical applications and on the resilience of a newly 
proposed control system which is principled around 
diversity in hardware architecture.  Our research has 
conducted vulnerability assessment of the existing control 
systems and validation of resilience of the new control 
system using two methods: lab hardware experiment and 
network simulation.  This paper reports the result of the 
network simulation on a cybersecurity testbed, DeterLab. 
The paper briefs first on the architecture of the diversified 
computer control system and then details the cybersecurity 
testbed simulations for existing and new control systems 
presumably deployed for power substation applications.  
The DeterLab simulation demonstrates the cyber-resilient 
and fail-operate characteristics of the new diversified-
hardware control system against cyber-attacks. 

1 Introduction 

  The rapid spread control systems on open network 
architecture provide the benefit of operational 
convenience; however, unfortunately, it opens the door for 
malicious attacks, a success of which would mean a 
harmful access into the firmware and control functions, 
and consequently jeopardize the safe and normal operation 
of the application and threaten the public safety.  Securing 
the network and communication to which these devices are 
interfaced are a great challenge for a safe and reliable 
operation of networked control systems.    
 One important application area of networked control 
system is nation’s power grid which has evolved to a 
“smart grid”, in which computer and communication 
technologies are being deployed rapidly to monitor and 
control generation, distribution, and consumption of 
electric power [1].  Examples of these monitoring and 
control devices include smart meters, phasor measurement 
units, and computer relays.   Computer relays read from 
sensors of voltage and/or current and signal for controlling 
circuit breaker opening or closing.  These intelligent 
electronic devices are networked, as remote terminal units 

of a supervisory control and data acquisition system, which 
in turn is connected to an enterprise network or energy 
management system.  Managers and engineers of energy 
management system are allowed to operate networked 
devices and, when necessary, revise or update their settings 
or firmware.  The advantages afforded by remote access 
has necessitated the use of Internet and wireless networks, 
and subsequently, data and control networks are no longer 
“air-gapped” but are connected to the network. This open 
connectivity has resulted in an increase in security 
vulnerabilities [2].   Unfortunately, the cybersecurity 
measures developed for detecting and preventing attacks 
do not work perfectly and are poor against new attacks 
vectors and viruses. 
 As a countermeasure for the networked control systems, 
a diversified control system was proposed so that a control 
system becomes fail-safe and cyber-robust even under 
compromised situations.  Subsequently, the proposed new 
system was tested in simplified lab hardware setup with a 
staged remote access attack, and the experimentation has 
demonstrated its resilience and fail-operate characteristics 
[3].  This paper focuses on the further validation of the new 
control system architecture on a cybersecurity testbed.  
 The arrangement of the paper is made as follows. 
Section 2 discusses about the present control systems and 
their vulnerabilities.  In Section 3, we brief on the new 
control system architecture which aims to be insensitive to 
the cyber activities.  Section 4 details about a cybersecurity 
testbed DeterLab and our simulation of the new networked 
control system.  Then Section 5 concludes the paper. 

2 Existing Networked Control System 

 As computer and communication technologies have 
transformed once stand-alone devices to Internet-based 
networked control systems, major components in the 
smart-grid substation systems have become highly 
sophisticated with advanced operations and remote control 
functions.  However, some of the newly developed 
communication networks have many flaws in security 
within its structure including weak encryption for user 
authentication [4, 5] and exposure to denial of service 
attacks.  In addition, the two-way communication methods 
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adopted in the devices poses additional vulnerabilities of 
infiltration to the system.    
 A simplified representation of the existing control 
system in a power station is illustrated in Figure 1.  The 
corporate-level energy management system (EMS) is 
connected to the substation via the Internet. The 
communication serve in the substation network connects 
the substation devices to the Internet.  The EMS monitors 
multiple substations, and off-site managers and 
engineering staff can remotely login and access the 
substation system to control and monitor the substation 
devices such as digital relays.  

Figure 1. A simplified representation of the existing 
networked control system for power substation.

  The digital relay (RELAY) in the figure is usually 
built on a computer which executes a program that is coded 
for specific functions.  If the relay is programmed to be an 
overcurrent protective device, it reads the current level 
from the current sensor (S) and, by the programmed 
threshold setting, sends out an actuation command to the 
circuit breaker (CB) to open or close.   
 As for vulnerability, the access of the manager/engineer 
via Internet to the substation is the primary entry point for 
attack.  After gaining the login credentials of the 
communication server, the attacker easily accesses the 
relay and may alter, for example, the threshold setting, 
which may cause an unintended operation for the 
substation. It would also have a direct impact on much 
wider power network as the unmet customer load of the 
compromised substation would have to be redistributed 
from other power stations.   This possibility of ripple effect 
calls to mind Federal Energy Regulatory Commission’s 
finding that the U. S. could suffer a coast-to-coast blackout 
if just nine out of the country’s 55,000 transmission 
substations were knocked out on a summer day [6]. 

3 New Diversified Networked Control 
Systems

 The new networked control system conceptualized and 
tested in a lab experiment setup was first conceived to 

make a control system cyber-robust and fail-operate 
against cyber-attacks which are assumed to compromise all 
the cybersecurity barriers implemented for the devices and 
networks [3].  The principle applied to the new system is 
centered on two principles: diversified redundancy in 
hardware and software; and unidirectional network 
connection from the control systems to the corporate-level 
network.  A schematic of the diversified control system 
architecture is illustrated in Figure 2.  

Figure 2. Diversified architecture for new networked 
control system for power substation. 

 The new system contains, in addition to the existing 
primary networked processor-based relay, a new secondary 
isolated relay which functions, in sensing the current level 
and generating signals for CB operation, the same as the 
primary relay but is built on different hardware such as 
field programmable gate array (FPGA) and on wired-code 
environment.  In addition, there is a supervising controller 
(“Supervisor”)�which is built on either a processor-based or 
a hard-wire system.  The Supervisor is also isolated from 
the network and is in charge of the eventual control of the 
CB.   For CB actuation, the Supervisor monitors the CB 
control signals of both relays and decides if either one is 
wrong or not corresponding to an expected output based on 
the database server which collects normal operational 
current levels and corresponding CB operations. 
 If the Supervisor determines that the output from the 
primary relay is incorrect, it selects for correct CB 
operation that of the secondary relay, and at the same time, 
it sends a warning message to the EMS via a unidirectional 
communication network (via fiber-optic cable for instance) 
as this is indicative of a cyber-attack and infiltration to the 
primary relay.  The unidirectional communication measure 
inherently blocks any possibility of receipt of any external 
command and of acting on such command [7]. More 
details about this new networked control system are found 
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8907, the port that is used to send the message to the EMS 
as illustrated above.  
 To allow only port 8907 on the tab of "Add a Port" in the 
Windows Firewall on the Supervisor, we type the name for 
the port and the port number as follows: 
Name: SUP-Message 
Port Number: 8907 

Then in the "Exceptions" tab of the Windows Firewall, we 
select only the above typed name. 
 We can see the effect of the above Firewall 
configuration first in trying to connect to the Supervisor 
and second in pinging to the supervisor.  In the first case, 
when a computer tries to connect to the Supervisor, the 
connection is denied with the following message: 
Remote Desktop Disconnected 
This computer can't connect to the remote 
computer

 In the second case, when a computer pings to the 
Supervisor, its pinging is denied with the following 
message: 
C:\Documents and Settings\karwil>ping sup 
Pinging SUP-SN [10.1.1.4] with 32 bytes of data: 
Request timed out. 
Request timed out. 
Request timed out. 
Request timed out. 
Ping statistics for 10.1.1.4: 
Packets: Sent= 4, Received= 0, Lost= 4 <100% 
Loss>

 However, using Windows Firewall blocking all other 
ports except for port 8907 for unidirectional warning 
message transfer provides just a partial solution, because 
there is no capability of controlling inbound traffic through 
that port.  The communication from the EMS to Supervisor 
may still be possible if the hacker discovers that port 8907 
is open.  

5 Conclusions 

 For a validation of the new networked control system, 
we use DeterLab environment and its network topology 
modeling, and conduct experiments.  In addition to the 
DeterLab resources, other tools such as socket program, 
user interface, and Windows Firewalls are applied to 
include both networks and isolated components and 
unidirectional message transmission.  RAT is used for 
staging attacks in the experiments.  The experiments 
demonstrate how the new control system, with its 
secondary, isolated relay of FPGA and the supervisor's 
monitoring, maintains the normal operation when the 
primary relay is compromised by the remote attack.  
Currently we are working to develop an interface which 

would connect sensors, actuators, and the secondary 
controller with DeterLab so that the entire system works 
online without any manual intervention in experiments. 
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